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Abstract
This research is aimed at analyzing the solutions of Euclidean Geometry problems using the Polya method. This present study was made through qualitative and quantitative approaches with 85 respondents of the second semester students at the Department of Mathematics Education, University of Muhammadiyah Malang Indonesia, in the 2012/2013 academic year. The quantitative study was made through instruments used to understand students’ responses to the implementation of the Polya method and to know their capabilities in solving two Euclidean Geometry problems. All instruments before being applied were tested for their validity and reliability, and the tests show that the instruments have fulfilled validity and reliability requirements. Qualitative study was made to reinforce the results through interviews to 6 students chosen from those in the low, medium and good levels. The results show that in terms of their understanding of the problems, majority students are good. Dealing with the planning of problems solution, the results show that the majority students made such plans. Then for the carry out the plan, all students did implementation, but for look back, most students did not make any review.
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1. Introduction
Problem solving is a mental process requiring one to think critically and creatively, to look for alternative ideas and specific steps in order to cope with any hindrances or flaws (Mardzelah, 2007). It is also stated that problem solving is an approach to solve a certain problem (Wahyudin, 2010), besides problem solving is a characteristic of mathematics and medium for the development of mathematical knowledge (Rahman, 2003). Problem solving is the foundation of various mathematics activities (Reys, 2004), as well as cognitive activities involving processes and strategies (Gagne & Briggs, 1979).

The implementation of problem solving needs one to think critically and creatively and it is a systematic process (Yahaya, 2005). It is a very important activity either for the present or future condition so that a pattern is necessary in order to be able to solve problems. A creative product must be preceded by the construction of a creative idea produced through a thinking process involving cognitive activities called a creative thinking process. This creative thinking is as a process of creativity and refers to any individual efforts to produce creative products (McGregor, 2007). The ability of mathematical creative thinking is the capability to find out a solution to a mathematic problem easily and flexibly (Park, 2004), while creativity may be viewed from the process of solving the problem (Dickhut, 2007).

From the description above, it is shown that in the process of problem solving, critical thinking is necessary, so that after students understand the problems, they make plans to solve them and in such planning, bright ideas are needed in order to be able to find the solutions effectively and accurately. The bright ideas may be obtained if critical thinking is always employed in viewing every problem, where creative thinking is gained through thinking. Thinking is an extraordinary process employed to find understanding (Lim, 2009), meanwhile creative thinking is a conscious effort involving creative ideas and actions on a concept and approach (Mardzellah, 2007). Successful thinking through creative thinking is a principle in solving any problems.

Euclidean geometry is one of obligatory subjects to obtain undergraduate at the Mathematics Department, University of Muhammadiyah Malang, Indonesia. The objective of this subject is to provide students with
knowledge and direction to make them able to comprehend a problem and to make a plan to solve it through logical and systematic stages on the basis of reliable bases, theorems, and definitions. Based on the facts the research found in the class, it is found out that students often did not make any plan in solving problems. This is also the case in the reviewing activities. It is due to the fact that the students feel that their obtained answers have been correct, and some other students could not manage the time well, so that the allotted time to solve the problems is over. Therefore, in this present study, the problems to answer are as follows: 1) how do students understand the Euclidean geometry problems? 2) how do students plan to devise a plan the Euclidean geometry problems?; 3) how do students carry out the plan the Euclidean geometry problems? and 4) how do students look back the solutions to the Euclidean geometry problems?

2. Review of Literature

Some experts say that the definitions of solutions to mathematic problems are difficult to understand (Mamona-Downs & Downs, 2005). Some others said that some definitions might be said to be less acceptable according to the thought development (Lesh, Hamilton, & Kaput, 2006; Lesh, Zawojewski, and Carmona, Roger, 2004) proposed that less exercises which teachers assign to the students as the cause of the students’ difficulty in solving problems, most students had a low motivation to look for alternative answers to a problem. This shows that intrinsic motivation is really needed to try to solve any problems, and innovation and creativity are components required to solve mathematic problems (Schoenfeld, 1985).

Each creature living in this un-endless earth must have problems, either internal or external factors. As a creature, one should always have positive thinking, meaning that any problems arising in this life must have solutions. This is also the case in learning. Problems must arise in terms of material delivery, namely teachers, or the material itself, students. Concerning with material, mathematic material, various methods and stages to solve them have been proposed by experts in this field. In mathematics, problem solving is all activities included in problems dealing with mathematic language, techniques of problem solving and the use of mathematic competence to solve problems.

2.1 Characteristics of Solving Mathematic Problems

Each step in solving problems possesses different characteristics from one problem to another. This also happens in mathematics, where a problem solving adopted also shows a specific characteristics and this should be known before solving a problem. Some knowledge and comprehension of characteristics of a problem might help find an appropriate and intended solution.

There are some characteristics of problem solving in mathematics: 1) appropriate strategies are necessary in problem solving; 2) possessed knowledge is important in resulting wrong solution; 3) levels of skills in problem solving really affect accuracy and suitability of the obtained results in doing problem solving; 4) problem solving is not based on the possessed memory; 5) each problem possesses unique strategies; 6) various approaches should be learned and understood to result in appropriate and expected problem solving; 7) knowledge and skills in applying mathematic concepts and principles that have been learnt really helpful to solve problems (In’am, 2012).

Schoenfeld (1992), explained that distinctive situation could use different problem solving strategies, whereas Lester (1994), explained that there are six methods for problem solving, as follows: 1) realizing problems; 2) understanding problems; 3) analyzing the aim; 4) planning the strategy; 5) implementing the strategy and 6) evaluating the obtained results.

2.2 Types of Problems and Steps in Solving Them

Each problem must have familiar characteristics and types, as an effort to facilitate the design and determination of strategies, approaches, and methods appropriate to solve it. Principally, types of problem solving in mathematics consist of two namely routine and non-routine problems.

2.2.1 Routine Problems

Each activity might be grouped into any problems which are usually found out in daily life and this is called routine problems. The next is those of which their comings are not expected and might not be figured, and they are called non-routine problems. In mathematics, routine problems are the type of mathematic ones where the forms are technical. Any effort to solve routine problems is intended to gain a good basic ability, especially arithmetic ability involving four basic operations in mathematics, namely addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Direct application also makes the use of mathematic formulas, laws, theorems and equation.
2.2.2 Non-Routine Problems

Non-routine problems are various unique ones that need the application of skills, concepts or principles that have been learned to solve them. Solutions to non-routine mathematic problems do not require memories and the answers are relatively various. The process of problem solving needs systematic activities with logical planning, including appropriate strategies and methods in the implementation.

After knowing types of problems to solve, the next step is to look for solutions on the basis of steps to do. Problem identification is a process to understand and to know certainly aspects existing in the problem. Each problem possesses different aspects, and it is necessary to know this as a step to determine an appropriate approach, method and strategy to solve the problem. After examining and the problem identification, various important and necessary information is obtained in order to determine further steps in solving the problem. This stage is intended to obtain information, including materials, and facts dealing with the problem.

The next step is to give a tentative answer on the basis of the obtained information, combined with the possessed knowledge and experiences. This stage serves as consideration to determine the strategy and method applied in solving the problem, and then the next is to test the hypothesis that has been made from the consideration of strategies and method implemented in the process of problem solving. The last stage is to make an evaluation and to draw conclusion dealing with the result obtained as a proper conclusion for solving the problem.

2.3 The Polya Method to Solve Problem

Problems in solving mathematic problems results in various ideas from different experts to solve problems which are expressed in models of problem solution, and one of the experts is George Polya. In 1957, he succeeded in applying the mathematic model for solving problems. This model is called the Polya method. According to Polya, in solving mathematic problems, four stages may be made: understanding the problem, planning strategies for problem solving, carrying out the problem and looking back the obtained result.

The Polya method has much been implemented to solve mathematic problems at elementary, secondary and tertiary levels. This method guides students to make stages and steps in solving problems, and also to complete the result by looking back it. This condition actually is almost the same with general principles in managing or doing an activity, namely making plan, organizing the concerned aspects, making and controlling activities and obtained result. This study was once made by Manoy (2009) examining students’ thinking plots in solving mathematic problems through Polya steps. The following is presented the four stages Polya proposes.

2.3.1 Understand the Problems

Understanding is an activity that should be done before making activities of problem solving. As John Dewey suggests, the first stage to solve a problem is to look for information on the problem. It means that by looking for information on various aspects, a step to understand the problem to be solved is made. There are various ways to understand the problem namely: 1) identification of variables concerning with the problem; 2) relationship between variables that have been determined and 3) variables needed through studies or answers.

2.3.2 Devise a Plan

After identifying problem, the next step is to make a direction to plan appropriate strategies to solve the problem. Understanding of the problem results in various aspects needed to determine the plan to solve the problem. In making any activity, planning involving strategies, approaches and methods appropriate to solve a problem should be made to guarantee that the implementation will be successful. There are some aspects to be prepared in making a plan to solve a problem, namely: 1) choose stages in accordance with the obtained information on the problem to solve; 2) make an appropriate diagram, and this might help to determine appropriate step in solving the problem; 3) make an analogy, as an effort to determine an appropriate strategy, approach and method by making analogy with the relatively similar problems, since different problems need different approaches and not each strategy, approach and method might be used to solve all problems.

2.3.3 Carry Out the Problem

Understanding a problem, and then making a good plan to solve the problem will not be useful if it has not been implemented. An effort to show that the problem solving is suitable for solving the problem is by implementing the problem solving in line with the chosen approach, strategy and model.

2.3.4 Look Back

Anything which human being made sometimes is planned, sometimes not; it is also the case in implementing a plan. An effort should be made in solving a problem to review the obtained answers. The activity might be done by using the answer through inverse method, so that it can be seen whether the answer is really appropriate with
the one expected from the problem, for example. For the problem dealing with multiplication, it might be done by looking back through steps of division.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research Design and Setting

This study is aimed at analyzing the implementation of the Polya method in solving Euclidean geometry problems. Researchers recognize that each approach employed in a research possesses strengths and weaknesses, and to complete the results of this research. Quantitative and qualitative approaches were adopted. Quantitative analysis was used to analyse instruments dealing with the students’ responses to the use of the Polya method, and complemented with qualitative analysis.

3.2 Participants

Respondents in this research are the 85 second semester students of the Mathematics Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, University of Muhammadiyah Malang, Indonesia, consisting of two classes.

3.3 Instrument

There were two instruments employed in this present research, as follows: 1) the one to know students’ responses to the implementation of learning using the Polya method consisting 16 items; 2) the materials tests of Euclidean Geometry of two problems in order to know the solving problems that students made concerning with the model developed in this research.

As usual, the instruments employed should fulfill validity and reliability requirements. Therefore, Validity and reliability tests to the instruments were made to 46 students of non-respondents in this research. The results of the validity test showed that the two problems had the coefficient of 0.81 and 0.82 respectively, showing that the two showed a level of validity, and the reliability test resulted in the coefficient of 0.67, which is at a level of category.

Meanwhile, the results of the validity test to each 16 test items concerning with students’ responses to the implementation of the Polya method are as follows: 0.50; 0.56; 0.61; 0.47; 0.23; 0.46; 0.52; 0.60; 0.54; 0.57; 0.59; 0.53; 0.50; 0.46; 0.60 and 0.59 and the coefficient of the instrument reliability for the implementation of the Polya method is 0.73. Based on the results, it is shown that all the instrument items fulfill requirements of validity as well as reliability.

3.4 Data Collection, Procedure and Analysis Data

This research was made in two stages. First data were obtained from instrument the students filled in order to understand their responses to the implementation of the Polya method in solving Euclidean Geometry problems. Then the frequency, average and percentage were made. Then, using a qualitative study, six students were chosen to understand the results of students’ capability in solving Euclidean Geometry problems. The results of the tests were classified into three categories: low, average and good. Two respondents were taken from each category. The study was made through interviews to analyses the use of the Polya method in solving Euclidean geometry problems.

4. Findings

Based on the instruments used to understand the students’ responses to the aspects in solving problems in accordance with Pole consisting of four stages; understanding, planning, implementing and look back the obtain results, the results (as shown in the following tables) were obtained. Then, as a step to strengthen the obtained results based on the instruments, results based on the interviews were made to six students by taking two students of each category from low, average and good levels of capability described.
Table 1. Students’ responses to the aspect of understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to understand the goal of a problem before answering the problem</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think of the meaning of a problem before I start to answer the problem</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know how many problems that I can accomplish</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to understand a problem before I try to solve them</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, it is shown that students’ responses to the implementation of the Polya method showed the highest average in understanding problems before accomplishing them with the average of 3.16, while the lowest results dealing with the meaning of problems to solve with the average of 2.49, the information showed that although students understand the problems to solve, they have less understanding to the problems.

If the responses are classified into two, good and less, the table informs that the majority students showed good responses, it is shown from the frequency and percentage of 62.75 (73.8%). The condition is supported by the results of interviews with respondents with the code of R1/A as follows:

...Dealing with the solution of problems, I can understand the problem before solving it...but sometimes I do not fully understand the meaning of the problem.. though I can understand it...

This condition is clarified by a respondent with average capability with the code of R3/B who showing his opinion as follows:

...the preliminary step I take before doing the problem...ee...reading the problem to be able to understand the problem that I will do... reading once ... sometimes I can understand it..., but once I should also read it twice...even sometimes three times...I can understand the problem...

Based on the statement above, it can be said that the first aspect in the Polya method deals with understanding problems, and the majority students can understand the problem to solve, although they sometimes cannot understand the problem fully. The process of understanding a problem is made by reading it first, although sometimes they should read it twice in order to understand it.
Table 2. Students’ responses to the aspect of planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Very Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I always make plan before solving problems</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to determine what to be required in solving problems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I realize about the importance of planning my action</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I choose and organize proper information to solve problems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows students’ responses to the implementation of solving problems based on their understanding. If they are grouped into two, namely good and less categories, it is known that good responses show the frequency and percentage of 57.3 (67.1%). It shows that the majority students have good responses to the planning in solving problems. Concerning with the highest average in responding planning, students realize, 98 which is in line with their capability in organizing information as a medium to make a plan.

From the average as a whole, it is shown that planning which students make shows average of 2.86, which is included into good category, meaning that generally student can make planning after understanding problems to solve. This information is asserted from the results of interviews with respondent with the code of R4/B as follows:

After I can understand the problem...usually I make a plan in terms of the steps I should take before continuing to the next process...but sometimes I also do not a detailed plan...since I have known what steps to do in solving the problem...

The results of the interviews inform that respondents usually make a plan before continuing solving a problem, but sometimes they do not make any plan, since the problem has been understood and they directly solve the problem. Therefore, when student may understand the problem and they feel that they do not have any problem, the planning is not made in a written form, but it happens in their mind and they directly solve the problem.

Table 3 describes the students’ responses in terms of the implementation in solving geometry problems. The obtained information suggests that as a whole the average is 2.83, showing that the students’ responses to the aspect of implementation might be said to be in a good category. Viewed from each item, it can be understood that understanding to do and what steps to implement it shows the average responses of 2.30, and the lowest score is on the item on how to accomplish the problem with the average of 2.47. If the responses are classified into two categories, good and less, it can be known that good responses possess the frequency of 57.3, while from the percentage, the average score is 67.7%. The less category shows the frequency and percentage of 27.5 (32.4%). The results are in line with what is informed by respondent R6/S based on the following interview:

...usually after reading a problem...if I understand what to do...I directly do the problem...by making a schema to facilitate the finishing of the problem but sometimes...I also have less understanding of the problem...but I always try to finish it...
Table 3. Students' responses to the aspect of implementing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Very Good</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I try to solve a problem based on the plan I have made</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to find the main idea before solving the problem</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I make certain to understand what to do and how to implement it</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I determine the ways to solve the problem</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results shown in Table 4 dealing with the students’ responses to the aspect of look back in highest average score in this aspect is awareness that in solving a problem it is necessary to review (3.06). Meanwhile the lowest average score deals with how many problems that can be solved (2.85%).

Table 4. Students' responses to the aspect of look back

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Good Very</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I realize that each solution should be reviewed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I examine the solution I have made</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I almost always know how many problems I can solve</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I examine the accuracy of the results after solving problems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results shown in Table 4 dealing with the students’ responses to the aspect of look back in highest average score in this aspect is awareness that in solving a problem it is necessary to review (3.06). Meanwhile the lowest average score deals with how many problems that can be solved (2.85%).

What is shown from the description above can be reinforced by the result of an interview with the respondent with the code of R6/B as follows:

After I solve a problem, I rarely review the results, it is because I feel sure that the results are really in line with what is asked...Though sometimes I am not so sure...but the time allotment is very limited...so I cannot review it.

Viewed from the category of students' responses to the aspect of look back, majority students are in a good category with the average score and percentage of 32.25 (37.9%), and it shows an average category.

5. Discussion

The descriptions above, especially those dealing with understand the problems before making any plans, are in line with the results of Rajagukguk’s (2011) study, that in his study, it is necessary to improve students’ capability in understanding problems using Bruner theory. But in Haryani’s (2012) study, it is shown that the
senior high school students becoming the respondents in other studies did not have any difficulty in understanding mathematic problems, in this case viewed from their cognitive power. Therefore, in understanding a problem, it needs some improvements in students’ capabilities, either through learning or drills, so that they might understand well the problems to solve.

Difficulties happened when making plans, where it is in line with the Komariah’s (2011) study, that in her research, it is found that students did not find any problem when understanding problems, but in making plans, they faced some hindrances, and this is caused by their limited insights on the concepts dealing with the ones they studied and their less capabilities in making early understanding of the study in line with the problems to solve. The result is also in line with Sukayasa’s (2012) study that students are necessary to be trained to present ideas, so that they would be able to make some plans of solving problems better.

The results of the interview show that students generally must do the test, after they have understood what is meant by the problem, but in practice, they always try to finish the problem. This result is also in line with Sukayasa’s (2012) study, that the devise a plan of solving problems in the Polya stages is effectively made by students

Look back is the stage necessarily emphasized in the process of problem solving and the important stage compared with the obtained results (Huang et al., 2012). These results clarified that the majority respondents did not make some review of their solutions they had made (In’am, 2010), while Anggo (2011) based on the results of his research showed that for contextual problems, students show good results in solving problems, but for non-routine problems, they had some weaknesses in solving them. While in general, Lojinin (2008), from his research, showed that problem solving using the Polya approach could be made well, and in this case it was undertaken through Problem Based Learning.

Four Polya stages can improve the ability in solving mathematic problems as well as the level of students’ rationality (Yuan, 2013). Concerning this explanation, it is necessary to have learning planning which can improve the ability of problem solving. The strategies of problem solving can improve metacognition and the ability of mathematics communication thinking (Bender, 2005; Van de Walle, 2004), whereas the improvement of problem solving ability can be implemented through learning by making the planning in solving problem (Bender, 2005; Schoenfeld, 1992)

6. Conclusion

On the basis of the description of the results of research, some conclusions can be made in terms of the implementation of the Polya method in solving Euclidean Geometry problems as follows: 1) understanding of Euclidean Geometry problems in general can be made by students before they implement the aspect of further problems; 2) planning as a second step in solving problems is made by students, but some of them do not do this step; 3) the aspect of the implementation of solving problems as a whole had been done by the student, but since some of them could not understand the problems well, although this aspect was done, they could not certainly solve the problems correctly and 4) in the aspect of look back, although students understand that this aspect is important to do, but in practice the majority of the students do not do it. It is because they are sure that what they do is right and some think the time is over.

From the descriptions above, it is suggested that the implementation of solving Euclidean geometry problems is in line with the expected goal, and teachers should give an emphasis on the students, so that the process of solving problems really make the use of steps consisting of four aspects namely understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan and look back. For the last aspect, the majority students do not do it although they state that this aspect is important, therefore in teaching of Euclidean Geometry should provide students with some knowledge to do this as a mean to know whether their obtained answers have been right or not. Moreover, teachers should give insights of how to manage time when solving problems, so that there is a chance to review their obtained answers.
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